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Welcome

I am delighted to be writing the introduction
to my very first report as Chief Executive for
Designability.

After the celebrations to mark our 50th year,
we have continued to grow that momentum
into 2019.

I have joined the charity at a time of real
growth with promising new developments
on the horizon as we look to expand our
Wizzybug Loan Scheme into Northern
Ireland for the first time. We are also
beginning work on exciting new projects,
which will see more new products to give
people with disabilities greater
independence.

We are developing new products that have
a tangible charitable impact for as many
people as possible across the UK. Humancentred design remains at the heart of all
that Designability does and we are
continuously seeking feedback from our
beneficiaries across all of our activities so
that each product we create is truly codesigned with direct involvement from
those we are hoping to help.

The last year has seen the launch of ‘Bud’, a
sensory cushion that has been designed to
provide comfort, reassurance and a source
of communication for people living through
the later stages of dementia. It’s just one
example of what we are able to create when
we work in collaboration with the people
who are best placed to inform our work people with disabilities, their families and
the professionals who support them.
For a small organisation, we have big ideas
and intend to achieve every one. We know
that it’s working in partnership and listening
to people with experience that enables us to
grow. I look forward to meeting with many
of you over the coming months to share our
plans and hope that you will join us in
helping to make them a reality.
Catharine Brown
Chief Executive
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The appointment of a new Fundraising
Development Manager has seen us secure
higher levels of donated funds through
long-term partnerships, additional income
streams and new supporters to reduce our
reliance on research grants and
consultancy services.
I am particularly pleased to see how
much our early years powered mobility
programme has grown over the last few
months. Thanks to the team’s hard work,
our Wizzybugs have transformed the lives
of nearly 700 children in the UK to date.
The sky really is the limit.
Libby Gawith
Chair of Trustees

Enhancing quality of life
Over 13,000 people

have been able to continue
enjoying music thanks to our

Simple Music Player

86,608

The number of
bottom wipers
we have made
to offer greater
dignity for all

Wizzybugs

37,000+ people
have been helped by our
products for people who
are living with dementia

have changed

690
children’s lives

We have sold

117

VRA systems,
which make a

Going global
We supply Wizzybugs
to Australia, Canada,
France, Israel & Norway*
*New Wizzybug country for 2018/19

child’s
hearing test

more fun
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About us

Designability is a national charity transforming the lives of people living
with a disability or long-term health condition.
Our team of engineers and designers are passionate about creating life-changing assistive
technologies. We carry out original research and create products that help people who are facing
challenges every day.
We want better technology to be more accessible to everyone. Our team follow the principles of
human-centred design, which means that everything we develop is done in response to what
people tell us they need.
Our aim is for people to achieve greater independence and happiness in their lives – goals that
benefit all of society.

Working with you to solve the problems that you face.
We work with you: end-users, carers and health professionals. It is you that help us understand the
problem, find a solution and test it in real-life situations.
Research is where we start. It helps us understand people’s needs, opens up new technologies and
leads to the development of new products.
We are always learning and sharing our knowledge. We collaborate with a range of university
research departments around the UK and the NHS, and partner with other charities to help to
maximise our impact for as many people as we can.

A local charity with a national reach.
Designability was established as the Bath Institute of Medical Engineering (BIME) in 1968 and has
been based in Bath ever since. Although our heritage is in the south west of England, our reach is
across the whole of the UK and beyond.
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We have helped to transform the lives of 300,000 people
across the UK and beyond.
Design and
engineering

Applied
research

User engagement
and testing

HOW?

Commercialisation
and service delivery

Prototyping and
production

Our team are passionate about empowering and enabling
people living with a disability or long-term health condition to
have greater independence, dignity and happiness every day.
Designability Impact Report 2018-19
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Transforming lives worldwide
These are the number of people our products have helped based on numbers sold
across the world as of 31st March 2019.

Product

Category

Wizzybug

Early years mobility (loan scheme)

421

Wizzybug

Early years mobility (units sold)

282

Bottom Wiper

Daily living

Visual Reinforcement
Audiometry

Medical diagnostic system

117

Wander Reminder

People living with dementia

466

One Button Analogue Radio People living with dementia

Units sold

86,608

4,428

One Button Digital Radio

People living with dementia

924

Day Clock

People living with dementia

18,138

Ward Orientation Clock

People living with dementia

127

Simple Music Player

People living with dementia

13,744

Blys Night Light Tray

Daily living

337

Toilet Handles

Children with restricted growth

651

School Chair Foot Rest

Children with restricted growth

802

For clarity:
We are a charity, so all of our work is not-for-profit. However, in order to reach as many people
who could benefit from our designs as possible, we form partnerships with commercial companies
who have the ability and capacity to get the products into the hands of those that need them.
Every royalty we receive from sales is used to fund new projects to transform more lives.
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A new sensory experience
				
				We have designed a product to help to reduce the
				
restlessness and agitation that those living in the later 		
					stages of dementia may experience.
							
					
Traditionally, sensory objects such as clothing, blankets and
						
small toys that can be handled and played with have
						
been found to be helpful. These may provide comfort,
							 relaxation, simple repetitive activity and an
						
opportunity for communication and reminiscence.
						
The ‘Bud’ cushion has mainstream appeal and
						
desirability, which was inspired by observations and
					
interactions with people living with dementia and the 		
				
insights of family and professional carers. The ‘Bud’ cushion
					
offers a discovery experience without a challenge and can be
				
explored from a variety of angles.
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When the Bud cushion is closed, it can sit discreetly on a chair or sofa.
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Designability has been working in partnership with FIND Memory Care to complete the product
development and bring the Bud cushion to market in summer 2019.

She loves the photographs in her Bud. The
photos link to stories that she will talk about
- the colour of the outfit, details of that day.
She likes to handle the necklace as she’s
talking. She likes to straighten the petals.
Activity co-ordinator at a nursing home
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User-friendly driverless cars

We are working as part of a multi-partner project to explore how
autonomous, i.e. driverless, cars can help to support people to retain their
independence and mobility as they age. Our team have been tasked with
developing the Human Machine Interface (HMI) for use in driverless cars of
the future. The screen will be situated in the vehicle for the user to interact
with in order to define their journey (destination, stops, route preference
etc.). The HMI also provides information to the user about their journey
during travel. We will be consulting with older people to ensure that the
interface meets their needs and plan to release a set of design insights and
considerations for creating technology for good.

Dementia technology advice

Our Memory Technology Gallery is moving to a new home later this year.
We are vacating our current space at the Royal United Hospital, Bath for
an even bigger and better room in new premises built at the hospital. This
will enable us to invite more people who are caring for someone living
with dementia to a welcoming environment in which we can demonstrate
all of the assistive technology and helpful products that could help to
enrich their lives. It is our aim to help families and professionals to find it
easier to navigate the vast range of options in the dementia technology
world in order to identify what will offer reassurance, practical help and
vital safety functions during a time of uncertainty and heightened anxiety.

Early Years Powered Mobility

The Wizzybug Loan Scheme is set to expand into Northern Ireland for
the first time since we launched the loan scheme back in 2011. We have
formed an exciting new partnership with the Mae Murray Foundation,
based in Larne, who will provide the clinical appointments to families
living in NI. The Wizzybug occupational therapy team will be providing
training to the Mae Murray team to ensure that they are fully familiar with
our much-loved Wizzybug powered wheelchairs. It is thanks to the
generosity of our donors that this has been possible and this expansion for
our early years powered mobility programme marks a time of significant
growth for us as a charity.

Home task prompting app

What next?

We are seeking funding to continue the development of the prompting
product that was developed during the recent research project funded by
The Dunhill Medical Trust. Acquiring funds would allow us to start to
develop a market-ready product and seek the best route to manufacture
and distribution. This will enable people with dementia to carry out tasks
or activities at home with the use of technology-based prompts that we
have designed. Our research to date has shown that this app has the
potential to provide greater independence, a sense of achievement and
confidence to people living in their own homes.
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Our finances
Our sources of income

70%			 19%

Donations		

Sales and royalties

9%			 1%
Research grants

Consultancy services

1%

Other

Our expenditure

74%			 9%

Direct - charitable
activities		

Direct - general
activities

9%			 8%
Indirect costs		

Cost of raising funds

We seek to spend every penny wisely, ensuring
expenditure is focused on the delivery of our charitable
objectives.

I purchased the Simple Music Player for
my dad who has Parkinson’s and dementia.
He was able to work out how to use it very
quickly and you could see him relax as the
music started. An enormous thank you to
your team for doing what you do!
Daughter of a gentleman living with dementia
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Supporting us to support others
Family bake sale fun

Zac and his mum Amy donned their aprons to make
lots of delicious cupcakes for a very special bake sale
in aid of Designability. Thanks to his Wizzybug, he was
able to move around the kitchen with ease to mix, bake and
decorate their creations!

Taking on new challenges

Scott decided to run Frome Half Marathon for us
after learning about all of the work that we do. It was
a hot and humid day but he completed the challenge with
a big smile on his face.

Corporate support on bicycles

We were thrilled to be selected as the estate agency
CJ Hole Bristol’s Charity of the Year partner. They have
completed a series of gruelling challenges to top up their
fundraising, including a 70 mile cycling event in heavy rain.

Running in loving memory

Suzie (left) joined #TeamAbility for the Bath Half
Marathon 2019 in memory of her young son Alfie
who had had a Wizzybug on loan from us. She ran
with Alfie’s former physiotherapist, Rebecca, on the
day of the event and thought of him for every step.

Our appointment was very timely and raised
our awareness to what more we could do
to help [our parents] for which we are very
grateful. They agreed several items will be
helpful which we will get throughout the
year.
Memory Technology Gallery feedback from a family
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Sophia and the whole of the team at
Designability would like to say a really big
thank you to those of you who have donated,
fundraised and supported us over the last year.

Photo by: Danielle Smith Photography
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www.designability.org.uk
01225 824103
Wolfson Centre, Department D1,
Royal United Hospital, Bath BA1 3NG
Registered Charity No. 256335

